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Synopsis 

The document describes a virtual journey along the River North Esk beginning at its source; the perspective is 

as much historical as descriptive of the current scene. Where significant tributaries join the river, they also are 

tracked back to their start-points. Particular attention is paid to bridges and watermills because of their intimate 

associations with the rivers, but nearby buildings, both religious and secular are also given attention. Some 

people have been specially important to developments associated with the river, and brief biographical notes 

are provided for them.  

Document Navigation 

I do not provide either a contents list, or an index, but to aid navigation through the document I give here page 

numbers, on which some places appear first in the text. 

Place Page No. 

Source of the River Esk 2 

Baysdale Abbey 4 

Castleton 7 

Glaisdale 10 

Grosmont 12 

Sleights 16 

Whitby 18 

 

There is a sketch map of the river and the main tributaries in the Appendix, which deals with watermills from  

Page 24. 

Specific references, made were to websites, and they appear in the text,  but I should add the following which 

were used in a general way: 

https://britishlistedbuildings.co.uk/ 

https://www.british-history.ac.uk/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ 

https://www.heritagegateway.org.uk/gateway/ 
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Historical Journey along the Yorkshire River Esk 

1. The Upper Dales 

As is often the case with rivers, large and 

small, there isn’t universal agreement as to 

the location of the source of the River Esk. 

Some place it at the Esklets, where a 

number of headwaters come together, 

including Yaud Sykes Gill, Rowantree Gill, 

and the stream, which others take to be the 

River Esk itself. I am with the latter, and 

locate the source at OS Grid Point NZ 666 

009, just below the 390m contour at the head 

of Westerdale. Water flows 1km from there 

to reach the Esklets, the first part of the 

course shown in the sketch map in Alastair 

Robertson’s Appendix. The photograph, 

taken from the  excellent website, https://www.paulbeal.com/routes-and-photos/north-york-moors,  may not be 

of this headwater, but it is representative of the heathery moors thereabouts, with water in a gully tricking 

downhill towards the Esklets, on the floor of the dale. Stone-built grouse butts are nearby, as a reminder of an 

important source of income for many landowners on the North York Moors. That is where we are, in the north-

west of a National Park extending over 143000ha; the small towns just beyond its limits, are Guisborough to the 

north, Northallerton to its west and Pickering to the south, while the eastern border is defined by the North Sea.  

The geology has much to do with the landscape; a period of sedimentation was followed, about 30 million years 

ago, by an uplift which tilted the area towards the south. The upper layers of rock have been eroded exposing 

older rocks, the oldest  of them in the north are the bands of shales and ironstones on the northern scarp of the 

North York Moors and Cleveland Hills. The middle layers form the sandstones of the high moorland, hence the 

acid soils which drain poorly allowing formation of peat bogs, and where they dry out, heather grows in 

abundance. In the dales, where the rivers have cut through the younger rocks, there are also exposures of older 

shales, ironstone and sandstone. However, the valley floors were covered with ice, during the Ice Ages resulting 

in alluvial clay deposits, which are not present higher up, where the moors were ice-free. The North York Moors 

are not high, nowhere reaching 460m, but they are very exposed, especially to snow bearing north-easterly 

winds in winter; snowfall is variable from year to year, but the area gets much more snow on average than other 

parts of England. Roads over the high moorland areas, 300m up,  are prone to blockage by drifting snow due 

to the exposed nature of the terrain. Climate change has had an effect; when I started work in Middlesbrough 

in the early 1970s, I had a colleague, who lived in Castleton, a town on our river route. He expected to get 2 

weeks extra holiday each year, (almost doubling our entitlement), because he was snowed in, but he would be 

fortunate to get a couple of days now.  

https://www.paulbeal.com/routes-and-photos/north-york-moors
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The upper photograph looks south, i.e., 

upstream to the Esklets, a few hundred 

metres from where the river is joined by the 

aforementioned headwaters. Rising above 

to the east is Esklets Crag, running north-

south on Westerdale Moor. It overlooks the 

flat but narrow valley bottom, which is 

farmed, below the moorland of the valley 

sides. As the river moves north entering 

Westerdale, with stunted trees on its banks, 

it continues to be fed by many becks, gills, 

dikes and gutters each guiding the run-off in 

channels down the peaty moor-side to join 

the River Esk below. The scene does not 

change much as the river flows generally 

northwards for 5km, falling below the 150m 

contour. Osseker Crook Footbridge, shown 

in the lower photograph, is not the furthest 

upstream on the river, but it is 150 years old, 

so at one time it may have been. This stretch 

of the river is accompanied by the Esk Valley 

Walk, which is 59 km long; the first part is 

circular, from Castleton, down Danby Dale to 

near the source of the River Esk, which it 

then follows north then east, via Castleton, 

to Whitby and the sea. 

Just past the footbridge, Westerdale widens quite abruptly so that the valley floor becomes a broad patchwork 

of small fields, some pasture, but seemingly some arable. On cue, traces of a mill lade appear, as does a house, 

once Westerdale Mill. The mill site has a long history, being recorded as in the possession of the Knights 

Templar in 1304, just before the order was suppressed; the lands of Westerdale were a possession of the Baliol, 

Lords of Barnard Castle, before being granted in 1203 to the Templars who built a preceptory in Westerdale 

village, with a hall, chapel, kitchen and farm buildings. The Knights Hospitaller held the property next, until they 

in turn were suppressed in the 16th century, but no traces of the occupation by either order survive. Westerdale 

mill operated during the 19th century, grinding such corn as was grown in the locality, but its buildings have been 

converted to a residence. From there the River Esk swings east round the north of the small village of 

Westerdale; largely a single street with stone cottages on each side, many dating to the 19 th century, like the 

church, though some older masonry from its predecessor has been preserved. The River Esk has continued to 

receive tributaries, including Clough Gill, and Stockdale Beck, and their valley floors have added to the area 

available for cultivation. 
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Hunters Sty Packhorse Bridge crosses 

the nascent River Esk, just north of the 

village of Westerdale. The single, deep 

segmental arch is supported by four 

ribs springing from ribbed abutments, 

which can just be seen in the photograph 

alongside. The span of the arch is 5.4m, 

and the width of the track-way made up 

of slabs laid across the ribs is just less 

than 3m. Each parapet bears a carved 

panel; that upstream the Duncombe 

family crest, that downstream has a raised inscription "This ancient Bridge was restored by Colonel the 

Honourable O. Duncombe A. D. 1874". There is dispute about what that means;  Pevsner stated that only the 

parapets date from then, while other authorities take the view that the bridge was completely rebuilt. I suspect the 

latter view is much nearer the truth, though it may be that some of the general form has been preserved including 

the arch shape and the ribs. However, I doubt if that is true of the very prominent double arch rings in two orders, 

unusually surmounted by a hood mould. A build date of the late 13th century has been proposed for this bridge, 

or whatever has survived the restoration, presumably on the strength of features like the ribs and the arch rings; there 

may have been a bridge here at that time, but I am fairly sure it was not this one. 

The stream which has dropped below 150m, continues along a short east flowing stretch, before swinging north again to 

where it meets a left bank tributary, Hob Hole Beck. This stream goes by a number of names as it flows from the high 

moors north then east down Baysdale. Taking its source as that of Grain Beck, it flows 3½ km northwards to Baysdale 

Abbey, where it assumes the name Baysdale Beck, and turns north-east and then east for 3½km to arrive at Hob Hole, 

of which more later; there it becomes Hob Hole Beck which flows c3km to join the River Esk, so the total length is c10km. 

When I decided to visit Baysdale Abbey, I was told by some that the road from Kildale, near Stokesley was impassable 

for any but 4-wheel drive vehicles, but I went to have a look. The advice turned out to be nonsense, as there is a perfectly 

adequate, if narrow metalled road, from which there are excellent views north and west over the valley of the River Tees.  

Baysdale Priory, the name Abbey is a misnomer, arrived here in 1189, after its foundation in 1162 at Hutton, 

and move in 1166 to Nunthorpe, both villages in a lower lying area of North Yorkshire. The Cistercian house 

was occupied by a prioress and 12 nuns during most of its life, and from the 12th to the 14th century, there were 

also lay brothers in residence to supply heavy labour, often a situation which challenged the vows of the nuns. 

The income was small, £20 in the 1530s, but greater than it seems, as the purchasing power in today’s terms 

was £12600. The priory was suppressed in 1537, and its buildings were demolished with the masonry shipped 

away; the large house on the site now, though mainly of the early-19th century, has 17th century elements but 

no priory fragments. There have been no excavations so nothing certain can be said about the priory lay-out. 

There is one visible survival, namely the 13th century bridge which gave access to the precinct.  

This was my main reason for visiting; the bridge is a single pointed arch, of span a little more than 2m, with flush 

single arch rings at each face, resting on 4 substantial un-chamfered ribs. It spans Black Beck, which with Grain 

Beck forms Baysdale Beck, carrying a trackway which twists, appearing serpentine in plan, and narrows to 2.4m 

between the parapets; the bridge has not been widened. Other features are horizontal roll-moulded bands on 
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each face, below the low parapets; they are 

of coursed rubble but the fabric of the rest of 

the structure is ashlar. The bridge shown in 

the photograph alongside is confidently 

dated to the 13th century by a number of 

sources, though the parapets are assigned 

to the 17th century. It is in remarkably good 

condition for a bridge more than 700 years 

old in a harsh environment, so there has 

doubtless been some refurbishment, but the 

fundamentals are consistent with its great 

age. Baysdale Beck flows east from there, 

through heather clad moors, occupying a 

green ribbon of grass and ferns, with stunted 

deciduous trees on the banks. Hobs Hole is 

a picnic area, which some would call a 

beauty spot, with a parking area, beside a 

ford and a wooden footbridge as shown in 

the lower photograph. The ford is not always 

easily passable; there are photographs on 

the internet showing a car washed off the 

roadway and jammed against the footbridge, 

when a foolhardy driver must have tried to 

cross, while the beck was in spate. There 

seems to be no definite explanation for the 

name, though the Hole is probably the pool on the left of the photograph. From here the renamed beck flows 

east to join the River Esk. 

A few hundred metres downstream from the 

confluence, the river passes under the well-

made Dibble Bridge, which has 2 near-semi-

circular arches, to span the river which has 

grown considerably. The ashlar bridge is of 

the 18th century, with arch rings made of 

dressed voussoirs below hood moulds. It 

carries a minor road which is just under 5m 

wide, and runs between Castleton and 

Sleddale. A short distance further 

downstream, the River Esk receives a left 

bank tributary, Commondale Beck, which 

flows in from the north. Together it and its right bank tributary, the Sleddale Beck drain high moors of the same 
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names, which occupy the north-western 

edge of the North York Moors. The few roads 

here largely avoid the watercourses, and run 

across the high, mainly heather-clad, moors, 

the view is across relatively flat lands with 

high and wide horizons; ridiculous as it may 

seem, they are in some ways like 

seascapes. There are disused iron mines 

shown, on 19th century maps of the area, 

though Rosedale, a little to the south, and the Cleveland Hills to the north-east were the sites of really intensive 

mining. Just north of the source of the Sleddale Beck is Highclifff Nab, shown in Mr Easby’s photograph. It is 

not as well known as Roseberry Topping, a short distance to the south-west, and it is 10m lower at 310m, but it 

is an impressive feature looking over the town of Guisborough, at the edge of the North York Moors escarpment. 

Signs of prehistoric activity have been found on the grassy summit, though it is not thought that there was a 

settlement; nowadays, the sandstone crag is popular with rock climbers, and a large number of routes to the 

top, of varying difficulty, are marked out. 

From there, Sleddale Beck flows south/south-east for 5km until it reaches the Esk valley railway line, which is 

currently operated by Northern Trains and runs for some 56km along the River Esk and its tributaries. The 

northern terminus is in Middlesbrough, and once beyond the environs of the town, it follows the river Leven to 

Kildale where it climbs over the watershed to the Esk catchment. Then following Sleddale and Commondale 

Becks, the line arrives at the River Esk in  Castleton and thereafter follows the river all the way into Whitby. The 

line began in 1835 as a horse drawn rail system from Whitby west to Grosmont, as the Whitby & Pickering line. 

Steam driven from the mid 1850’s, the track was extended to reach more of the North York Moors, creating 

most of the present line. There were 4 separate railway operators at that time, but over the years, failures, 

mergers and closures, especially those identified by Beeching in 1965, saw the line cut back to the present 

route. There are 18  stations, 10 in the Esk Valley. It is largely single track and almost uniquely it has no signals. 

The trains operate on a ‘token’ system whereby only the driver of a train holding the token has the right to drive 

his train on that line. The line is important to the people of the valley as winter communications across the moors 

can be difficult. In 2005 the line was designated as Community Rail line by the Department of Transport as part 

of a pilot study for Community Rail Development Strategy, keeping it open.  

Sleddale Beck flows east for 3km, beside the railway to reach the hamlet of Commondale, and its station, where 

it meets Commondale Beck. Commondale is a small village of less than 150 people; the name is historically 

recorded as Colmandale named after a 7th century Bishop of Lindisfarne who returned to Ireland in high dudgeon 

after failing to agree with the Synod of Whitby (664 AD) about how to fix the date for Easter. In my early years 

working on Teesside, in the 1970s, I explored the North York Moors as thoroughly as possible by car. I 

remember being puzzled by the red brick houses of Commondale, in an area where stone was almost invariably 

the building material of choice. It is only now that I have learnt the explanation. Presumably because useful clay 

deposits were identified nearby, an entrepreneur set up a brickworks in the village in the 1860s; it did not operate 

for more than a few years, perhaps because the cost of transporting the bricks away from this isolated spot was 

prohibitive. However not very long afterwards, in the 1880s, the family behind Crossley Builder’s Merchants 
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tried again. Not only that, they opened a pottery. That enterprise did not prosper for long, but the brickworks 

survived until 1947, and supplied the bricks which are seen in most of the village buildings,  including the church, 

and further afield its fire bricks lined furnaces in Glaisdale and Grosmont, further down the Esk valley. There 

are now only humps and bumps in a field to indicate its former location, and local work is scarce so residents 

commute to nearby Teesside, either using the railway or driving over the moors. 

I am indebted to the website, 

https://docbrown.info/docspics/upperesk/ for 

the photograph of the ancient trackway, 

dating to medieval times, which ran across 

Commondale Moor from Guisborough 

Priory, then by way of Castleton, and White 

Cross on Danby Moor, to Rosedale Abbey. 

The route was paved to ease the passage 

for pack horses, and other travellers; such 

tracks criss-crossed the moors with abbeys 

and priories as hubs, before the Dissolution in the 1530s. Returning to Commondale Beck, it flows 3km, mainly 

south, passing a woodland intriguingly named Hell Hole, to meet the River Esk. 

……………………………… 

The river swings round the north of 

Castleton, a village of a few hundred people, 

but of some antiquity, even if its standing 

buildings are not very old. There was a 

watermill on the River Esk, in the medieval 

period, and nearby was 13th century Bow 

Bridge, which unfortunately was pulled down 

in the 19th century. I know little more about it 

or the mill, though  buildings of a 19th century 

successor may have survived as a 

residence. There was a second mill in the 

village, utilising water from Danby Beck which joins the River Esk, just downstream, and it has left considerable 

evidence including surviving buildings and a mill lade. A water-powered corn mill documented in 1272 was on 

this site and a road ran from Castleton to the mill which crossed the beck. This crossing was a bridge also dating 

from the 13th century, but rebuilt in 1807 at the same time as the mill. The current Listed bridge is shown; in 

truth it is something of a hotch-potch. It is suggested that the original bridge might have been of clapper type, 

and that its lintel slabs were redeployed from the 13th century bridge, though I know of no surviving clapper 

bridge of such an age. Apparently it collapsed in the early 20th century, and the heavy concrete lintel was placed 

above the redeployed slabs to carry the roadway. I have seen other bridges like that in Wales and the South-

West of England, but no other in the North of England. 

There is no reference to Castleton in the Domesday Book of 1086, reflecting the fact that the village took its 

https://docbrown.info/docspics/upperesk/uepage04.htm
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name from the local Norman Castle, which was not built until after 1089 when Robert de Brus, ancestor of 

Scottish kings, was granted the Forest and Lordship of Danby. The castle was of motte and bailey type,  

originally earthworks and timber but rebuilt with stonework which stylistically dates to c1160. Eventually, the 

castle came into the hands of Lord Latimer, a scion of the powerful Neville family in the 14th century, but this 

proved its downfall, as the castle was abandoned then for Danby Castle, which we will soon visit, and it was 

later burnt, and quarried for stone. Viewed from within the town, there is nothing remaining except a low mound, 

but viewed from the River Esk from the north, with the mound atop a steep bank, it  seems quite formidable. 

Castleton grew up to service the castle and 

by the early modern era, (post-17th century) 

had become the main market and industrial 

town serving Upper Eskdale. There were 

annual wool, cheese, and cattle fairs, a 

weekly cheese market and a silk mill. The 

economic life of the village also relied on 

industry with iron mining, smelting and 

quarrying taking place, in the surrounding 

country and also some mining of poor-quality 

coal. The High Street, pursues a slightly 

curved path rising quite steeply from east to west along a ridge, as shown by Mr. Garratt’s photograph. The 

houses are built of local sandstone, and comprise 18th and 19th century cottages and terraces at the road side. 

There are a few other streets, but except for some modern houses, the style is the same. The village has usual 

amenities, hostelries, a primary school, and a few shops, but like the colleague that I mentioned earlier, most 

people have to commute to work. It is an irony, that as more and more people visit the moors for leisure activities, 

it has become harder to live there. The fact is that people visiting for a day spent walking in the hills, do not 

generate much income or employment for local people. 

In the 1930s, the Danby Hand of Glory was discovered secreted in the wall of a cottage in Castleton. The 

gruesome object is now displayed in a museum in Whitby. It was alleged that if the left hand of a hanged 

malefactor was removed after his death and pickled, it could be made part of an artefact with magical powers. 

The other item required is even more revolting, namely a candle made from fat extracted from the body of the 

said malefactor by a process I shall not describe. Then if the candle was lit and placed in the hand, it could 

amongst other capabilities, freeze anyone at whom it was pointed into immobility, and open any lock. The idea 

of the potential powers of such an artefact is thought to have originated in Eastern Europe, but I believe that J. 

K. Rowling referenced it in two of her immensely popular Harry Potter books. Castleton is in Danby parish, and 

at the foot of Danby Dale containing the beck of the same name, and the track to its head was part of  an 

important medieval route into the southern dales of the North York Moors, and in particular Rosedale, as already 

noted. I do not think there is anything particularly distinctive about the upper dale, as the farmland in the valley 

bottom is quickly subsumed in heather moorland as the ground rises away from each bank. 

Downstream from where Danby Beck meets the River Esk, on the left bank is the small village of Danby; stone 
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houses straggling along a north/south lane, a station on the Esk Valley Railway line, a hostelry, and a Methodist 

church. There was a watermill beside the river; the buildings, which still stand, date from the early 19th century, 

and corn was ground well into the 20th century, while the water wheel also drove a generator which supplied the 

first electricity to the village. Not an unusual village, but its name has some resonance. Henry Danvers was an 

Elizabethan and Stuart courtier and soldier, who overcame an early conviction for murder, to hold office under 

King Charles I, who appointed him a Knight of the Garter, and made him an earl.  His mother was a daughter 

of the 4th Lord Latimer,  owner of Danby castle and lands round about. Danvers inherited some of these lands, 

and took the title 1st Earl of Danby. He died unmarried in 1644, and the title with him. His niece married a certain 

Edward Osborne, and when his son, Thomas, reached the position of Lord Treasurer, under King Charles II, he 

took the titles of Viscount Latimer, and Earl of Danby, out of respect for his mother, and the family connection 

inherited through her. I learned all this while researching a book about the famous, if also notorious, statesman, 

who though he eventually reached the estate of Duke of Leeds, is best known as Earl of Danby. 

As noted earlier, Danby Castle, which is a little further downstream on the right bank of the River Esk, below an 

escarpment , replaced Castleton Castle at the end of the 14th century; it was built for John Neville, Lord Latimer. 

The most famous resident was Catherine Parr, 6th wife of King Henry VIII, who was her 3rd husband. John 

Neville, 3rd Lord Latimer had been her 2nd husband,; they had married in 1534, two years before the Pilgrimage 

of Grace, a northern revolt against the Reformation. Latimer, unlike his wife, was staunchly catholic, and was 

entangled in that enterprise, and lucky to survive; inevitably his wife also came under suspicion, but only 4 

months after her husband’s death in 1543, King Henry VIII married her. She survived him, not without some 

alarms, brilliantly captured in C. J. Sansom’s novel, ‘Lamentations’, but only by a year; in 1548, she died from 

childbirth complications at the age of 36, having married Thomas, Lord Seymour of Sudeley, a few months after 

being widowed again. The baby, christened Mary survived only to the age of 2, while her 4th husband was 

executed only a year after her death; though educated and capable enough to have published treatises on 

religion, Catherine did not bring much luck to those close to her. The manor was bought from the Latimers by 

John Dawnay, later created Viscount Downe, in the 17th century and they still own it.  

The castle comprised 4 wings arranged 

around a quadrangle, with rectangular 

towers projecting diagonally from the 

corners. Although partially demolished and 

altered by its subsequent use as a farm 

steading, substantial parts of the great hall, 

service and solar ranges, and three of the 

four corner towers remain, while later farm 

buildings are largely constructed of re-used materials obtained from the original structure. The east range, 

containing the great hall, estimated to have been at least 10m wide, was largely demolished and rebuilt as a 

smaller barn in the 18th century but its west wall, pierced by four tall medieval window openings, survives to 

almost full height (5m). There are no outworks or other major defensive features;  the ‘castle’ was really a high 

status house. The photograph was taken from the north, and shows the kitchen block. Immediately to the north 

of the castle, crossing the River Esk beside a ford is a footbridge known as Duck Bridge. 
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Like Hunter Sty Bridge, upstream near 

Westerdale, there is controversy about the 

history of Duck Bridge.  It is reputed to date 

to the 14th century, but appears to owe most 

to a restoration, which may amount to a 

rebuild. The bridge takes its name from 

George Duck who was  responsible for that 

work, during the second decade of the 18th 

century. The slightly recessed arch rings on 

each face, below hood moulds, do not look 

medieval, nor in truth does any of the 

masonry, except possibly some of the abutments. The peaked profile would also be unusual in an early bridge.  

The segmental arch spans 13.5m, and the bridge carries a track 1.9m wide, between parapets just over 1m 

high, topped with modern painted rails. The fabric is squared rubble, though the soffits are nearer to ashlar. It 

is highly likely that the presence of the castle demanded a bridge here in the 14th century, but the 19th century 

changes seem so great that the present bridge should probably be seen as a replacement. At this point near to 

where the river cuts the 120m contour it seems reasonable to infer that we have left the upper dales containing 

the river and its tributaries, as Lealholm is approached. 

2. The Middle Stretch – Lealholm to Sleights 

Lealholm is c7km downstream from Duck Bridge, the river winds quite extravagantly, before entering Crunkly 

Ghyll, a tree-lined gorge. From there it jinks north to reach stepping stones which feature in many a tourist’s 

photographs, and arrives at the village. Lealholm was recorded in the Domesday Book, but there are no old 

buildings; the bridge over the River Esk is listed but dates to the early 19th century. There was a water mill 

located within the village in 1336 belonging to the Latimer, Lord of the Manor. As the mill was fed by a small 

beck, water must have been in short supply during dry summer months, and by 1709 it had been demolished. 

A  new cornmill was built on the old site, supplied by way of a lade from Crunkly Ghyll, passing through the 

village to join the beck, and that building appears to survive as a residence. There was also a paper mill in the 

village in the early 19th century, located further downstream at a site now known as Poet’s Cottage. The poet 

was John Castillo, born in Ireland in 1792, who lived in a cottage there towards the middle of the 19 th century. 

By then he had converted from Catholicism to Methodism, and become a preacher. He was known as the ‘Bard 

of the Dales’, writing in the local vernacular, which may explain why his work is little known now; he died in 

1845. The site is now occupied by a nursery which grows and sells shrubs. Otherwise, Lealholm is a pleasant 

village of c400 residents living in well-spaced stone cottages and houses, served by a couple of shops, 

hostelries, a relatively modern small church, and a railway  station. 

Glaisdale is the next village c4km downstream, and on the right bank. Glaisdale, the valley, stretches south-

west, to where the beck of the same name rises in the high moors. It is a rural scene, little different from that 

already encountered in dales further upstream, though there are signs of past mining and quarrying activity. 

The scene was very different 150 years ago, especially on the left bank of the River Esk, across the river from 

the village. Here in the 1870s there was an iron works which would not have looked out of place c30km north-
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west in the ‘Ironopolis’, which was late 19th 

century Middlesbrough. The postcard dated 

29th January 1872, is a view of the short-lived 

Glaisdale Ironworks. Three blast furnaces 

and a barrow hoist which permitted material 

to be fed into the tops of the furnaces can be 

seen in the right-centre, to the left, is the 

blast engine house and chimney, which 

provided the hot blast air which enabled 

combustion, and also the trestle bridge of the 

mineral railway, which ran west to Glaisdale 

Rigg, where there were ironstone quarries; 

the postcard and information come from the website, http://www.image-archive.org.uk/?cat=86. The Cleveland 

Mineral Extension Railway was originally intended to link the ironworks at Glaisdale to lines running along the 

North Sea coast near Saltburn. It was known as Paddy Waddell’s Railway after its projector and contractor, and 

it was believed that the route ran through areas rich in ironstone. It was never completed because of the demise 

of Glaisdale ironworks in the late 1870s, though earthworks associated with its construction are still visible. In 

fact the opening of this ironworks, which was part of a North York moors ‘iron rush’ in the 19th century, was 

following in ancient footsteps. In the middle ages, Glaisdale contained a number of bloomeries, early iron 

furnaces, in which successive melting operations purified iron. In 1223, the  de Brus family gave rights to mine 

some of the iron ore in the valley to the monks of Guisborough Priory, and they had two forges in the valley, 

and presumably blast furnaces as well.  

Terraces of worker’s houses  in Glaisdale 

village, which still lend a slightly industrial air, 

to what is otherwise a rural settlement typical 

of the area, are a reminder of the short 

industrial interlude. Peter Walker was born in 

Glaisdale and spent his childhood in the 

village. He’s better known as Nicholas Rhea, 

author of the ‘Constable’ series of books – 

which inspired the long-running ‘Heartbeat’ 

TV series, filmed in nearby Goathland. There 

was a 19th century cornmill to the north of the 

village, now converted to a house, but Mr 

Buckingham’s photograph shows clearly, the proximity to the river in the left-centre, the mill lade and the 

waterwheel, at the side of the building. 

Beggar’s Bridge crosses the River Esk, near to a railway viaduct, just downstream from the village of Glaisdale. 

It carries a date-stone on the downstream parapet displaying 1619 above the coat of arms of Thomas Ferris, 

one-time Lord Mayor of Hull and this is fairly assumed to be the build-date. The associated tale is that in his 

youth, Ferris was unable to cross the river,  which was in flood, to bid farewell to his lover, on the night before 

http://www.image-archive.org.uk/?cat=86&paged=7
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he departed to try to make his fortune at sea. 

He swore that he would build a bridge if he 

prospered. Of course he did; he married his 

lover and built the bridge. The photograph 

shows a segmental arch of coursed 

sandstone rubble, with single arch rings of 

dressed voussoirs beneath hood moulds, 

and low chamfered parapets, which are raked 

up at the centre. The noticeably wide and 

shallow, arch spans 16m, and the bridge is 

almost exactly 2m wide between parapets of height 0.8m. Access is very good with a display board in the car-

park adjacent to the bridge. 

The next settlement, Egton Bridge was the birthplace of Nicholas Postgate in 1598, though the house must 

be long gone. He was a Roman Catholic priest who tramped the moors for more than 50 years, tending to the 

spiritual needs of a considerable catholic population. The persecutions of Catholics in  Elizabethan times, part 

prompted by foreign instigated plots against the Queen, died down after the Stuarts came to the throne, so 

Postgate had ministered, unmolested. Then in 1678, the Popish plot, a conspiracy against the life of King 

Charles II, fabricated by Titus Oates, gained wide credence, thanks in large part to skilful manipulation by the 

1st Earl of Shaftesbury, and triggered another episode of persecution. Postgate, by then 82 years old, was 

apprehended by an excise man, and taken to York where he was hanged drawn and quartered; one hopes 

that given his age, his heart gave out in the early stages of the ghastly ritual butchery. He was almost the last 

catholic priest to be executed; the furore died down, as the King, who had never believed in the plot, regained 

control, and Shaftesbury, who had ’weaponised’ it in a bid for power, was forced into exile. It is alleged that 

remorse led to the suicide of the excise man. A watermill in Egton was granted to Grosmont Priory in the 15th 

century, and a fulling mill is mentioned a century later; a cornmill, presumably on the same site is shown on 

19th century maps, and its buildings are now a boarding house with a waterwheel prominently displayed. 

Moving on, the village of Grosmont is next, 8km downstream from Glaisdale, the population is only c300 now, 

but it was greater in the past. I shall begin with the aforementioned priory, which was on the left bank of the 

River Esk, north-east of the village. The priory was of the Grandmontine order, founded in Normandy in the 

late 11th century by St. Stephan of Triers. Though the order throve in France, Grosmont Priory founded in 

c1200, was one of only three houses (along with Alberbury and Craswall) established in England. It was Alien 

in that it was controlled from Normandy and money was sent there annually, and this became troublesome to 

English Kings when they initiated war with France, and the connection was severed in the 1390s. Little is 

known about the priory after that until it was suppressed in 1536, though by then it was the only remaining 

Grandmontine house in England. It seems that there were only 5 monks at that time and the income of £14, 

though worth £10000 in todays money was small for such an institution. Nonetheless it seems that the precinct 

contained the array of buildings expected of a priory; an inventory before suppression referred to a  church 

with an apsidal quire, nave, belltower and north chapel. The claustral complex consisted of a sacristy, chapter-

house, warming house, frater, kitchen and prior's lodgings. The buildings must have been demolished soon 

afterwards, because there are no remains above ground. 
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Grosmont village appears to have grown up with the coming of the railway. The genesis of the Esk Valley Line 

has already been described as track built for another line. This was the Whitby and Pickering Railway (W & 

P), developed to improve transport links from Whitby to the rest of the industrial north, in the hope of halting 

the decline in the whaling and shipbuilding industries. In 1826 George Stephenson had proposed a line from 

the port of Whitby to Pickering. This became the W & P, which opened in stages from 1836 and was horse 

powered until 1845, when it was converted to a steam powered double tracked railway system upon being 

taken over by the York and North Midland Railway. The route follows the River Esk from Whitby to Grosmont 

and at this junction, the line turns south following the River Murk Esk,  up over Goathland Moor, and then 

dropping into Newton Dale following Pickering Beck into the town  of Pickering . Prior to closure as a result of 

the Beeching report in 1965, the line continued from Pickering to join the York/Malton/Scarborough line, just 

east of Malton. Subsequent proposals to reinstate this section of line appear to have come to nothing, but in 

1967 the North Yorks Moors Railway Preservation Society (NYMRPS) was formed with the intention of 

preserving and re-opening the Pickering to Grosmont section of the old W & P railway. They succeeded in 

opening the North Yorks Moors Railway in 1973, and in 2006 gained permission to run steam trains on the 

Esk Valley Line operated by Network Rail, so re-establishing the Whitby to Pickering route. Their operations 

are made possible by more than 500 volunteers, and I remember the involvement of a few of our staff when I 

worked for British Steel at Teesside in the 1970s. 

I was somewhat surprised to find that there 

had been a full-blown ironworks in Glaisdale 

during the 1870s, and it is equally 

remarkable that there was another one in 

Grosmont. The ironworks were at peak 

output between 1865 and 1875, producing 

40,000 tons of pig iron per annum, 

employing 500 people directly or indirectly; it 

has been suggested that they, along with the 

local ironstone mines, turned in an annual 

profit of some £20,000 for the owners, at this 

time, equivalent to £2million per annum now. 

In 1864, the Grosmont mines produced almost 80,000 tons of ironstone, of which 45,000 tons was used at the 

local ironworks. This industrialisation, and in particular the presence of the ironworks, had a profound impact 

on the social and physical structure of the village, the population of which peaked at c1600 in 1880; this was 

five times the population in 1981. As well as erecting workers’ housing, the owners, the Bagnalls, provided a 

working men’s institute and enlarged the church. The photograph shows 3 blast furnaces, with a vertical lift to 

enable top loading of ore and coke, and the power station with its high chimney, in which gases vented from 

the furnaces were burnt. The power generated drove the compressors, which produced the blast of air into 

the furnaces, causing combustion and reduction of the iron ore. Operations ceased abruptly in 1891; a 

combination of strikes on the site and in the Durham coalfield, a key supplier, together with a slump in the 

world price for pig iron brought about the closure. The site was sold but extraction and processing of dumped 

slag, a by-product of ironmaking, which could be  used in road-making, continued until the 2nd World War. The 
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photograph and information were taken from the excellent website document,  

https://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archiveDS/archiveDownload?t=arch-888-

1/dissemination/pdf/eddennis1-46962_1.pdf.  

Turning to another industry associated with Grosmont, the story of alum production in North Yorkshire is fairly 

extraordinary. Alum is a compound, potassium aluminium sulphate, which was used for centuries to fix dyes 

on textiles, to process leather, and medicinally. Before the Reformation in the mid-16th century,  alum was 

imported mainly from  Italy, and Spain, but thereafter, the Pope was able to block exports to England, so 

restricting the types of cloth, which could be produced. After several failed attempts by others, Sir Thomas 

Chaloner developed  a native industry early in the 17th century. It is thought that he had visited alum-producing 

parts of Italy, and saw rocks similar to those on his estate near Guisborough; he may have enticed workers in 

an alum factory to come to England and even smuggled them out. At any rate the rocks required were found 

to be prevalent around the North York Moors, and with the aid of a cousin, and possibly smuggled workmen, 

Chaloner was able to develop an alum manufacturing process. Finding the required mineral feedstock was 

only a start, because getting from it to crystals of alum, required fine control of a sequence of demanding 

operations.  This is not the place for a detailed description, but in summary, tons of rocks bearing the mineral 

had to be extracted and then roasted for several months, thereafter the residue had to be boiled in vats of 

urine shipped in from as far afield as London. As many as 24 factories were established in and around the 

North York Moors, most near the coast, and one was in Grosmont, though other than knowing where it was, I 

have no specific information. Whitby docks benefitted from the manufacture of alum as the coal and urine and 

alum were shipped through, until in the 19th century, manufacture by other means shifted elsewhere. 

 

There are present-day signs of Grosmont’s industrial past in terraced blocks, but there is also new housing; the 

village is  now dominated by its role as a terminus of the North York Moors Railway. There are car parks for 

tourists making the trip to Pickering, often behind a steam locomotive, and a few shops serve their needs as 

they wait to board. The Murk Esk joins the River Esk, north-west of the village; the name derives from mirk, a 

word from Scotland and Yorkshire, which relates to ‘murky’ meaning dark, or dim. It would be easy to understand 

why the river has that name, if it had been given recently, as the banks are tree-covered, and branches overhang 

the water; perhaps it has always been like that. The Murk Esk is short, flowing less than 5km from where it forms 

at Beck Hole, from 2 streams, West Beck and Eller Beck. The first named is also relatively short, as it starts at 

the junction of Wheeldale Beck and Wheeldale Gill, which come off the moor named for them. Taking the length 

of the longest stream it flows for 11km to reach the confluence, where Murk Esk forms. 

I remember visiting the well-preserved 

earthworks, surviving from 3 Roman camps, 

at Cawthorne, north of Pickering, at the 

southern edge of the North York Moors. 

Over the years map-makers have found 

some  evidence for a Roman Road leading 

north from these camps, towards Wheeldale 

Moor. Here, was found as the photograph 

shows, a stretch of raised trackway, with 

https://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archiveDS/archiveDownload?t=arch-888-1/dissemination/pdf/eddennis1-46962_1.pdf
https://archaeologydataservice.ac.uk/archiveDS/archiveDownload?t=arch-888-1/dissemination/pdf/eddennis1-46962_1.pdf
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paving stones along its length of 2km, seemingly further evidence for the Roman Road. Speculation ran riot for 

a while, with signs of Roman presence found further north, feeding the idea of a route to the North Sea, 

somewhere near Whitby. Since then doubts have arisen because the Wheeldale Track is not like other lengths 

of Roman Road which have been unearthed, for example at Binchester in Durham. Some now believe the 

artefact to be Neolithic, while others suggest medieval origins, a fair spread of dates! 

As the Wheeldale/West Beck winds 

northwards it passes through heather 

moorland interspersed with enough grass to 

allow some sheep grazing, while there are a 

few copses and pasture fields, but it is 

rugged country, with only a few scattered 

houses. Goathland, on the right bank is the 

first settlement reached, home to 400 

people; it is typical of many North York 

Moors villages, and wholly rural. Goathland  

became famous as Aidensfield, because the 

aforementioned television series, Heartbeat, 

was filmed there between 1992 and 2010.  

West Beck continues north towards Beck 

Hole,  until it reaches New Wath Scar, a deep ravine. The cliffs are over 20m high and at Mallyan Spout, water 

off the moorland cascades into West Beck, as shown. 

The other headwater of Murk Esk, Eller Beck 

rises on May Moss, where the watershed 

separates it from the upper feeders of the 

River Derwent, from which water reaches 

the sea by way of the Humber Estuary. Eller 

Beck flows past Snod’s Hill, c250m high, the 

location of RAF Fylingdales, since 1962, 

outside the parish of that name, but the 

’powers that be’ preferred its name to Snod’s 

Hill. It is a radar station run jointly by the UK 

and the USA, and was built in the Cold War 

era to give the earliest possible warning of 

intercontinental ballistic missile launches by Russia, (previously the USSR). The photograph does not convey 

the scale, the tetrahedral building, which took over the functions of the ‘golf ball’ structures is 37m high. 

A short distance on from the radar station, the Eller Beck takes fairly close order with the North York Moors 

Railtrack, and they stay together until the 10km course of the stream is completed. The scenery is typical of the 

dales in the North York Moors with mixed arable and pasture fields on the floor of the valley, which gradually 

widens downstream of Fylingdales, and moorland on the valley side-slopes and on the tops. Abbot’s House 
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Farm, now a camping site, is south of Goathland and the name is a reminder of events which took place almost 

1000 years ago. In the late 11th century, a small group of monks under 'Osmund the Priest' established a 

hermitage and built a chapel near the Eller Beck. King Henry I granted the monks land for their hermitage, and 

then in a later charter instructed the Abbot of Whitby to welcome the monks into the Benedictine order. However, 

the lands ended up in the hands of the Abbot, maybe as a grange, and a house was built there for a successor. 

Whether it was the medieval equivalent of a holiday home or fulfilled some other function is unclear, but after 

the Dissolution, the abbot’s house was sold, and the building standing now is of the 19th century. Skirting 

Goathland village, the beck passes the site of a mill which operated in the 14th century; a successor ground corn 

until the 1960s, and is now a residence. Further downstream there was a 19th century mill, a fulling mill, for 

processing cloth, but I know no more of its history; the meeting point with West Beck is a short distance further 

downstream at the hamlet of Hole Beck. After proceeding along the Murk Esk to re-join the River Esk, we have 

reached the last stage of our journey. 

3. To the Sea and Whitby 

The River Esk winds north-eastwards for 

c6km to reach the large village of Sleights. 

This stretch of the river is hemmed in on the 

south by Eskdaleside escarpment, on which 

there were several ironstone mines, and two 

centres of Alum production. However the 

valley widens out substantially to the north, 

where the patchwork of fields, interspersed 

with a few small woodlands extends towards 

a coastal plain. Just short of Sleights, on the 

right bank of the River Esk, and just south of 

the Esk Valley Railway line, are the ruins of St. John’s Chapel shown in Mr. Hatton’s photograph. Recorded as 

a hermitage in 1224, it remained in use by inhabitants of Sleights, until the late 18th century, when a church was 

built in the village. The west end of the nave, of a single chamber church, is 2½m high, but what surprises in a 

building as old, is the apparent thin-ness of the walls and footings. 

Sleights, on the right bank of the river, was first mentioned in the records in 1396, but no buildings of that vintage 

remain. The settlement had a share in the iron and alum industries of the Esk valley, housing workers in nearby 

mines and quarries where ironstone and alum-bearing shale were extracted, but these industries died in the 

19th century. There was some emigration, the village shrank, and remaining residents mostly found work in 

Whitby. Sleights now has a population of c2000, and there are a couple of new housing developments; otherwise 

the impression is of solid, mainly 19th century stone houses set back from the main roads. There are a few 

shops, a relatively modern parish church, and a few hostelries; pleasant but unmemorable.  The mean water 

flowrate  in the River Esk is measured just downstream from Sleights as 67000 gallons per minute. The river 

receives a few more tributaries, none very large, before it reaches its mouth, so it is reasonable to estimate the 

mean discharge rate as a little less than 80000 gallons per minute, equivalent to 8 standard road tanker loads 

per minute. In spate, the discharge rate might be up to 3 times greater. For comparison, the River Tees has a 
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mean discharge rate c9 times greater than the River Esk, and Britain’s largest,  though not longest river, the 

Tay discharges 40 times as much water on average, so the River Esk should be considered modest in size.  

Ruswarp, little more than a hamlet, is a short 

distance downstream and marks the tidal 

limit of the River Esk. Perhaps salt water 

would get a little further upstream were it not 

for the massive weir, which channelled water 

to the cornmill on the left bank. The 

photograph looks upstream; the 

‘downstream’ side of the weir is on the left, 

and the supply lade for the mill, which was 

further downstream, comes from the pool 

above the weir, on the right.  The watermill 

was not mentioned, in the Domesday Book, 

but Whitby Abbey may have had a mill here 

as early as the 12th century. The present building dates from 1755, though there have been a number of serious 

fires, that have necessitated substantial rebuilding. The cornmill ceased to operate in the mid-20th century, and 

the water flow was then used to generate electricity, though I am not sure for how long. The mill building has 

been converted into flats. 

Ruswarp Hall is Jacobean, built early in the 

17th century for Nicolas Bushell. A 

prosperous Merchant and Ship owner, he 

was succeeded by his son, Brown Bushell, 

born on 17th May 1609. His career was 

remarkable enough, though website 

descriptions of it are marred by silly 

inaccuracies. To quote just one, it is alleged 

that he was married to the daughter of Sir 

Thomas Fairfax, the Parliamentary 

commander, whose daughter Mary, in fact 

married the 2nd Duke of Buckingham. 

Returning to Brown Bushell, many people changed sides during the Civil War, but he made a habit of doing so, 

and eventually it caught up with him. Browne was responsible for the betrayal of the Royalist-held Scarborough 

Castle, which was then destroyed by Cromwell. Shortly after this, under the command of a large ship under Sir 

William Batten, Bushell betrayed the vessel, and 2 others to the Prince of Wales. He fell into Parliamentary 

hands and was beheaded on Tower Hill in 1651. Ruswarp Hall was built of red brick with stone dressings, it is 

laid out over three floors. The main door is central  and the 7 stone mullioned windows  are symmetrically placed 

across the front of the building. In the spacious entrance hall there is an original staircase typical of the Jacobean 

period, with a minstrel gallery above. The main banister originating from a carved ship’s mast, and the building 

has two priest holes. Internal arrangements have been altered as the building  is now a hotel. Ruswarp High 
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Street climbs north from the river, it is fairly narrow and there is a mix of houses, some stone, some whitewashed, 

some large, some smaller, some at the roadside, some set back; none is very old or exceptional, but the overall 

effect is pleasant. One more river bend, on the inside of which is Larpool Hall, another hotel, which was once a 

residence, this one built in the 1780s, and still with a fine classical exterior, brings us to the town of Whitby. 

…………………………….. 

The current population of Whitby is 13000, and it is falling. I guess the decline is caused by continuing effects 

of the loss of industry, some of which will be touched on in this account, and the fact that the obvious 

replacement, tourism has itself taken a knock in the past few decades. It remains  true that Whitby has more 

facets of interest, including historical interest, than many places several times its size, though whether those 

responsible, make the most of these assets is questionable. It is also true that although accessible by road and 

rail, it is well off the beaten track. I developed great liking for Whitby, during a period of almost 30 years working 

and living in Teesside, 50 km away to the north-west; I frequently visited on Sunday afternoons, and when 

friends came to stay with me, a visit to Whitby was guaranteed. This will not be a comprehensive account, but 

rather a selection, intended to get to the heart of the place in a few pages. 

There is only one place to start, namely with 

the glowering abbey ruin, which looms over 

the heart of the town.  Whitby Abbey is 

spectacularly situated on a headland above 

the right bank of the River Esk, where it 

meets the sea, as shown in the aerial view 

looking north-east. A monastery was 

founded here by St. Hilda, the first Abbess, 

in 657, and achieved renown as the meeting 

place, where it was decided in 1664 that the 

church of the then-powerful Kingdom of 

Northumbria would follow the Christian rites 

of Rome rather than those of the Irish/Celtic 

church, a seminal event in the history of 

British Christianity. St. Hilda’s abbey was 

destroyed by the Vikings in 867;  excavations 

have yielded considerable information on the 

lay-out of that monastery, but only loose 

fragments remain above ground. A  

Benedictine Priory was founded on the site 

in 1077, and it became an Abbey in 1109. A 

century after its founding there were 39 monks in residence, but that number dropped to c20 in the 14th 
century, 

recovering slightly to 24 in the 1530s.  The abbey was moderately wealthy with an income of £437 in the latter 
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period, equivalent to purchasing power of 

£275000, now. It was suppressed in 1539, 

and sold almost immediately to a Richard 

Cholmley, who moved into the building 

south-west of the ruined church, now known 

as Abbey House, which had been the 

Abbot’s residence. The family continued in 

residence for more than 2 centuries and they 

and later owners did much rebuilding, 

beginning later in the 16th 
century, so Abbey 

House is not a medieval     building,   though    

there    are medieval elements within it. All 

other claustral buildings have disappeared, 

a process accelerated by quarrying, but the 

church has been subject to slower decay so that much of the chancel and north transept stand to nearly full-

height as shown in the lower photograph taken from the south-east; otherwise the ruins are lower, reduced to 

foundations along much of the nave. The church had been largely rebuilt on a larger scale in the 13th 
and 14th 

centuries, and it is to then that the ruins date; to give some idea of size, the abbey was over 90m long. Many 

people know that Bram Stoker took inspiration from the site to write his novel about Count Dracula in 1897, and 

placed a scene nearby. 

It is perhaps surprising that there is another 

building older than most of the abbey ruins 

on the headland, but St. Mary’s Church, 

shown alongside, was built in c1100. The 

nave, tower, and chancel date from then, 

along with doorways, while the north and 

south transepts were added in the 13th and 

14th centuries. The battlements were added 

in the 17th century. Inevitably it was restored 

in the 19th century, and the appalling 

windows were added then. The main internal 

effect of the restoration was the addition of 

galleries, which contribute to the cluttered 

appearance; rather astonishingly given its 

overall size the church could seat 3000 congregants, though I should not think it does so often nowadays.  

Abbey and church are both reachable in a car by a slightly roundabout route, but the alternative is a stairway of 

199 steps leading from the heart of the town. I remember over 30 years ago, a feeling of trepidation, when my 

70+ year old, asthmatic mother decided that this would be her route up to the headland, but she made it, albeit 

with a few pauses to enjoy the view on the way up. There is a graveyard beside the church, featured in the 

Dracula novel, and it is a thought, that coffins were taken up the steps to get there, no easy task in the eyes of 
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anyone who has climbed them. At the foot of the steps, on Church Street, there is evidence of a Whitby 

speciality; on one side of the road is the Whitby Jet Heritage Museum, and on the other a shop selling jet 

jewellery. Jet is a semi-precious gemstone mined along the coastal cliffs near to Whitby, which when polished 

takes on a black sheen. The deposits are fossils of a forbear of the Chilean Pine, better known as the ornamental 

Monkey Puzzle tree; they were laid down over 150 million years ago when the trees were submerged and 

overlain with sand, to a depth, which generated sufficient pressure to convert the sand into shale rock, and the 

fossils into jet; the rock eventually surfaced as a result of movements of the earth’s crust. Jet is obtainable 

elsewhere, but Whitby jet is claimed to have special properties, and it became very popular when Queen Victoria 

prescribed it as court mourning jewellery, after the death of her husband Prince Albert in 1861. 

As one continues south along Church Street, 

a narrow lane lined with speciality shops, 

some with bowed shop fronts in 18th century 

brick buildings, there is evidence in a 

number of windows of the continuing 

popularity of jet jewellery. On the river, west 

side there is an 18th century town hall, set on 

pillars; this is very much a street of that 

vintage, which has retained a distinctive 

character, though some of the present shops 

are mundane. It continues along the right 

bank of the river, but after it meets Bridge 

Street it widens, and the buildings and shops become newer and less interesting, while on one side the river 

with a marina comes into view. Down an alley, near the junction there was a 2nd hand bookshop which I visited 

on my Sunday afternoon jaunts, though whether it has survived the cull of such shops caused by Amazon, I do 

not know. The bridge over the River Esk is a swing bridge, built in 1908, and shown part-open in Mr. Fascione’s 

photograph; it spans 22½m. There have been many predecessors, and records of bridges at this location go 

back to the 14th century; they were probably wooden and in the 17th century a drawbridge was installed to 

improve access upstream. Stone replaced wood in 1766. This bridge cost £3,000, (c£425000 in today’s money). 

As time passed and technology developed, the bridge was once again altered in the 1800s, when the swing 

bridge design appeared. A four arched bridge took the place of the stone structure, with one cast iron arch that 

could swivel to allow vessels to pass through, but it also did not last long before the present bridge was installed. 

Having reached the left bank, Flowergate gives access to the main part of the town with shops, rows of terrace 

houses, and some new builds. Here are many of the boarding houses that supported Whitby’s holiday trade. 

However, this journey will not go there;  instead, beside the river it is appropriate to consider the factors which 

led to Whitby’s successful past. The north-facing estuary of the River Esk is the only natural harbour along the 

160km stretch of coastline between the Tees and the Humber. The coast from  Hunt Cliff (just south of the Tees) 

to Flamborough Head is north or north-east facing, and almost entirely of rocks and cliffs, which make it very 

dangerous to shipping and thus the Esk estuary became a haven at times of on-shore winds. To improve the 

harbour and give protection to the boats a pier, quays and a bridge were  added over the years. By the early 

14th century, merchants were attracted to the trading opportunities offered by the abbey. These merchants came 
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from as far as Lombardy and other areas of Northern Europe, importing amongst other things wine for the 

abbey. In 1392 the first record of coal being shipped to the abbey was made.  

In 1632 a new stone built west pier was 

constructed and 2 years later the draw 

bridge, mentioned earlier, was  built to 

improve access to the inner harbour. So 

important to the safety of shipping in the 

region was Whitby, that from 1702 every 

passing collier ship  had to pay a toll for the 

maintenance of its piers. Coal was shipped 

from Newcastle and Sunderland on Whitby 

chartered vessels to London and places in 

the south of England for both domestic and 

industrial use. Local landings were used in 

the production of Alum from locally mined 

shales,  in refining whale oil, and later in the ironworks further up the river to produce coke used in blast furnaces. 

The print gives an impression of what the scene was like in the upper dockyard, upstream of the bridge.  

Whaling was established in 1753 with just 2 ships and expanded to 55 vessels over the years. However, by 

1883 the industry had come to an end with the over-hunting of whales in the Newfoundland and Arctic seas. 

Until the 1840s fish landed at Whitby were either salted and barrelled for export or were used locally. The advent 

of the railways changed everything! The ability to get fresh fish from the port to industrial towns and cities 

transformed business. Whitby became the main port for landing herring; seasonally, hundreds of boats from as 

far away as Scotland and Cornwall descended upon the port to land their catches. Whitby kippers from the local 

smokehouses became a national favourite. For many reasons, including the need to conserve stocks, and EU 

imposed quotas given to  foreign boats, the Whitby fishing industry almost collapsed after the 1960s, and it is 

too early to know whether Brexit will allow some recovery. 

It was inevitable that at an important port, ship-building would develop, though the operations required are so 

complex, that only the briefest summary is possible here. The intricacies of ship-building, which began by the 

riverside in the 14th century, or even earlier,  required carpentry skills to cut the planks from imported trees, and 

to fit them together, to form hulls, whether clinker or carvel built, and to make the superstructure, all of which 

was normally of wood. There were two very important ancillary operations in the age of sail, namely making the 

sails themselves, and the ropes which enabled them to be attached, hoisted aloft, taken down, and furled. In 

pre-modern times,  weaving of sailcloth from flax yarn was a cottage industry, the yarn, whether imported, or 

produced from imported flax plants in local mills, was sent out, and  the  linen canvas was collected and sent 

for bleaching. This was carried out in fields around Whitby, before it was dyed (if necessary) in vats, dried and 

sent to the Sail Lofts to be cut and stitched into many sail shapes.  Eventually the weaving step was mechanised, 

and the Sail Lofts acquired power looms, before the peak period in  the mid-19th century, when whaling, and 

fishing boats and coastal colliers still relied on sails. Of course, steam power took over from sail later in the 

century, but  seamstress skills of the sail-makers, gave some of them employment as dressmakers. 
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As long as there have been sailing ships, ropes have been required, so the techniques of making them go back 

3000 years or more to Egypt and the Tigris and Euphrates river valleys. Rope making has taken place in Whitby, 

since at least the 13th century but the demand increased as more ships were built in the 18th century. The 

operation is simple enough to describe as hemp which was probably imported as yarn had to be twisted to form 

cord, and these cords had in turn to be twisted together to form thick ropes, which were then coiled. Long lengths 

were required, so roperies had to be long buildings in which the ropes could be stretched out as they were 

formed. Mechanisation, whether water or steam powered, played an increasing role in such operations as 

twisting and coiling. The two roperies on the right (east) bank were the longest, c400m long, and there may 

have been 4 others on the left bank. Rope making came to an end in Whitby by the 1920s, and ropes are now 

made of artificial fibres as well as hemp. If nothing else, the last few paragraphs should convey just how many 

and varied were the industries and skills lost to Whitby in the last century, with an inevitable impact on 

employment, and morale in the town.  

A right turn at the left bank end of the swing bridge leads to a road that was once occupied by chandleries and 

other dock-related buildings, and now houses a few entertainment arcades, interspersed with fish and chip 

shops, which are part of  Whitby’s rather token effort to mimic many other British seaside resorts. Moving on 

quickly, and turning uphill, the Captain Cook monument presides over a magnificent view across the River Esk 

estuary to the runed abbey on the headland, as shown in the photograph. The connection with the seaman is 

greatly valued in Whitby, and the movements which seem to aim at the toppling of statues of just about every 

significant figure in British history, have met with a very robust response. Yet in some ways the connection is 

tenuous; He was born son of a  Scottish farm manager in the village of Marton, now in Middlesbrough in 1728, 

and after an unrewarding stint as a shop boy, he became a merchant navy apprentice in a firm operating colliers 

out of Whitby in 1744.  By 1752 Cook had completed an apprenticeship, which of course covered navigation, 

and gave practical experience of sailing. Within 3 years he had risen to captaincy, but in 1755 he resigned and 

entered the Royal Navy as an able seaman, though he gained a master’s certificate in only 2 years.  

He was soon recognised as an exceptionally talented surveyor and cartographer, gaining great respect for his 
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charts  that aided in the capture of Louisburg and Quebec and the establishment of British Canada, during, the 

7 Years War between 1756 and 1763. However he remained a non-commissioned master, then and through 

several further years of surveying the north-east of North America; during this period he supplied astronomical 

observations to the Royal Society. When it was decided to send a ship, HMS Endeavour, built in Whitby, into 

the Pacific Ocean to carry out surveys and astronomical observations, it was recognised that no-one was better 

fitted for the command. There was a problem, his naval status, but no doubt with great reluctance, the Board of 

the Admiralty commissioned him with the rank of Lieutenant in 1768; he was nearly 40 years old. The rest of 

the story is well known, he made 3 immensely successful voyages of exploration, between 1768 and 1771, 

1772 and 1775, and 1776 and 1779, charting vast areas, including the coasts of Australia, New Zealand and 

the North West of Canada and the USA. He shipped noted naturalists, including Joseph Banks, and they brought 

back specimens and reams of information, while astronomical observations were not neglected; in addition he 

was remarkably successful in preventing his crews catching scurvy, then a scourge on long voyages, though 

the reasons for that success were not properly understood, until decades later. He was made a Fellow of the 

Royal Society for these achievements. He had been promoted to Post Captain after his 2nd voyage, on condition 

that he retired, but when he decided that he wanted to lead a 3rd voyage, his prestige was such that the Navy 

Board could not gainsay him. This voyage ended with his death in Hawaii in 1779, after an altercation with native 

inhabitants, though the exact circumstances, and the treatment of his body, remain subjects of controversy.  

This ends my account of aspects of Whitby, and so brings the historical journey along the Yorkshire River Esk 

to an end. As can be seen from the photograph of Captain Cook’s statue, and the aerial view of the abbey, 

water enters the north sea, flowing north between 2 breakwaters, completing a course of length c46km. On the 

basis of my long stay on Teesside, just over the hills to the north, and many visits to places in Eskdale, I thought 

I knew quite a lot about the subject, but I have had a number of surprises. These have concerned mainly the 

middle reaches, because I had no notion of the extent of industrialisation between Glaisdale and Grosmont 

during the 19th century. I have been fortunate in having the assistance of Nigel Smith who has produced notes 

on many of the topics discussed. As always in making these virtual journeys, I have had the assistance of 

Alastair Robertson who has provided the maps and information in the Appendix, and much else besides. 

I will introduce that Appendix dealing with the watermills, here. The patchwork of fields on the floors of the river 

valleys in the catchment includes many in which corn is grown, and that will have been the case for a thousand 

years or more. This explains the existence of a number of watermill sites, where corn was ground; some have 

left a footprint, whether of the lades that brought water to them, or buildings which have been adapted to other 

uses. There were a few more of these commercial or stand-alone watermills on the tributaries; the locations of 

all of those which operated after c1750 are in Alastair Robertson’s Appendix, which includes a sketch map of 

the river and its main tributaries. (There were of course watermills operating long before 1750, and some of 

them are mentioned in the text. Unfortunately we have insufficient information to present any sort of overview 

of such watermills, which is why we have confined ourselves to the said period, in the Appendix) There were 

also a number of threshing mills, in the catchment, located in farm steadings, so they can be called farm mills. 

Typically the threshing machine was located in a barn, and those that were water-powered, (rather than by 

horses or later by steam) usually had a water-supply system, in which streams fed a mill pond, directly or by 

way of a lade. A sluice gate could be raised intermittently to allow water to flow down a channel to drive a water 

wheel; the water then exited by way of a tail race into  the River Esk or one of the streams in the catchment, 
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flowing eventually to the river. The Appendix lists all of these threshing mills, and locates them verbally, though 

without a sketch map. 

 

Appendix 

Table 1: Water Mills on the River Esk and its Main Tributaries 
 

 

River Esk 
Code Mill Name Mill Type  Code Mill Name Mill Type 

E1 Westerdale Mill Corn  E6  High Mill Corn, Fulling 

E2 Esk Mill Corn  E7 Under Hill Mill Corn, Fulling 
E3 Dale End Mill Corn  E8 Aislaby Mill Corn 
E4  Castleton Mill Corn  E9 Ruswarp Mills Corn 
E5 Lealholm Bridge Corn Mill Corn  E10 Helredale Corn 

 
Tributary 
Eller Beck 

Code Mill Name Mill Type 

EB1 Goathland Mill Flour 
EB2 Walk Mill Textile 

 
  

Whitby 

Castleton 

Glaisdale 

Sleights 

Murk Esk 

West Beck 

Eller Beck 

E5 

E4 E2 

E1 

North Sea 

E9 

E8 

E7 

E6 

E10 

EB2 

EB1 

E3 

North  
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Table 2: Water Mills on other Tributaries of the River Esk  
Locations of Tributaries, see table below for the key to the codes 

 

 

 

Tributary 
Code 

Tributary Mill Stream Mill Mill Type 

1E Commondale Beck Commondale Beck Commondale Bleach Mill Textile 
2E Crankly Gill Crankly Gill Lealholm Bridge Paper Mill Paper 
3E Low Wood Beck Unknown The Hole, Low Wood Mill Corn 
4E Stonegate Beck Stonegate Beck Stonegate Mill Corn 
5E Iburndale Beck Little Beck Little Beck Corn 
 Iburndale Beck Unknown Hobbin Head Rag Mill 
 Iburndale Beck Iburndale Beck Iburndale Mill Corn 
6E Cock Mill Beck Sneaton Thorpe Beck Seaton Thorpe Mill Saw 
 Cock Mill Beck Rigg Mill Beck Rigg Mill Corn 
 Cock Mill Beck Cock Mill Beck Cock Mill Corn 
 Cock Mill Beck Cock Mill Beck Larpool Mill Flour 
7E Bagdale Beck Bagdale Beck Bagdale Manufactury Spinning 

 
In total, there were 24 commercial water mills in the Esk catchment.  Two mills had a dual function (corn and 
fulling).  Of the rest, 16 were corn mills, four were textile mills and there was one sawmill and one paper mill.   
 

Threshing Mills 

The base source of information for identifying threshing mills in the River Esk catchment was the first edition of 
the six inches to the mile Ordnance Survey maps (6 inch OS maps) of Yorkshire surveyed between 1848 and 
1854.  The following procedure was followed:  

1. There was no note of threshing on these or other OS maps of the area available on the NLS website.   

Whitby 

Castleton 

Glaisdale 

Sleights 

Murk Esk 

West Beck 

Eller Beck 

North Sea 

North  

2E 

7E 

6E 

5E 

4E 

3E 

1E 
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2. Farms were defined as having threshing mills (threshing mills were by far the most common type 
of farm mill) from features on the maps, namely a mill pond, diversion in streams and sluices or a 
mill lade.  

3. This information was supplemented by inspecting second edition Ordnance Survey maps OS maps 
and by searching the Mills Archive Website.   

Thus sites where water-powered farm mills operated at some time after c1790, are tabulated but it is difficult 

to say more about exactly when they operated.  
 
A total of 12 threshing mills was found in the River Esk catchment. The locations of these mills are in Table 3.  
 

Table 3: Threshing Mills in the River Esk Catchment 

River/tributary Mill Stream Mill 

Whyett Beck Spring Dike Broadgate Farm 

Unknown Unknown Lealholm Hall 

Stonegate Beck Unknown Broom Hill Farm 

Unknown Unknown Under Park 

Broad Carr Beck Unknown Broad Lease 

Broad Carr Beck Unknown Hangton Hill 

Unknown Unknown Hey Stones 

Unknown Unknown Coopers 

Blue Beck Blue Beck Murk Hollins 

Murk Beck Slack Murk Beck Slack Grosmont Farm 

Unknown Unknown Thisle Grove Farm 

Spital Beck Unknown Beacon Hill 

 


